Arrowhead delivers entrepreneurial education and experiences to students through an innovative suite of programs and initiatives.

K-UNIVERSITY STUDENT ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Arrowhead provides a suite of programs and resources for entrepreneurs launching and growing small businesses, powered by our network of expert partners.

INNOVENTURE
K-12 entrepreneurial education programs for NM students.
Lydia Hammond
575.646.5230
lh@nmsu.edu

STUDIO G
Business support for students and recent graduates of NM colleges and universities.
Brooke Montgomery
575.646.1859
mbrooke@nmsu.edu

AGGIE SHARK TANK
Student ventures pitch their idea to local “sharks” for investment and cash prizes.
Carlos Murguia
575.646.2025
cmurguia@nmsu.edu

BUSINESS CREATION AND GROWTH

Arrowhead provides a suite of programs and resources for entrepreneurs launching and growing small businesses, powered by our network of expert partners.

SPRINTS
Cohort-based accelerator programs that support growth-driven businesses via education, mentorship, and financing.
Dana Catron
505.469.8411
dderego@nmsu.edu

NM FAST
Proposal development assistance for small businesses pursuing federal SBIR/STTR funding.
Dana Catron
505.469.8411
dderego@nmsu.edu

NEW MEXICO SMALL BUSINESS ASSISTANCE
Assistance for NM for-profit businesses facing unique technical and business challenges.
Kristin Morehead
575.646.5575
kmorehea@nmsu.edu

ARROWHEAD COMMUNITY ENTREPRENEURSHIP PROGRAM
Teams with NM communities to provide entrepreneurs access to capital, networks and support.
Dana Catron
505.469.8411
dderego@nmsu.edu

ARROWHEAD PARK
Physical space and amenities to locate and grow businesses.
Wayne Savage
575.646.2896
waynes@nmsu.edu

ARROWHEAD VENTURES
Follow-on business support for Arrowhead clients.
Kristin Morehead
575.646.5575
kmorehea@nmsu.edu
FOSTER INNOVATION EXCHANGE
Access to product design assistance via small-scale CAD modeling, prototyping and manufacturing.
Carlos Murguia
505.918.5974
cmurguia@nmsu.edu

For more information contact us at 575.646.7415
arrowheadcenter@nmsu.edu
arrowheadcenter.nmsu.edu
AA/EO.

LAUNCH
Program to quickly validate and move NMSU technologies toward commercialization.
Del Mackey
575.646.1815
delmacke@nmsu.edu

NMSU TECHNOLOGY
Validation, protection, and promotion of game-changing NMSU technologies ready for the marketplace.
Patricia M. Knighten
505.918.5974
pmk@nmsu.edu

AGGIE I-CORPS
Education and training for students and faculty to test the feasibility of innovative business ideas.
Kramer Winingham
575.646.7151
jkramer@nmsu.edu

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COLLABORATIVES
Arrowhead is a catalyst for collaborative efforts that improve the economic landscape of New Mexico and the Borderplex region.

HUNT CENTER FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Support for the advancement of innovation, entrepreneurship and technical commercialization in the Borderplex region.
Kathy Hansen | Director
575.646.4220
hansen@nmsu.edu

FOSTER INNOVATION EXCHANGE
Access to product design assistance via small-scale CAD modeling, prototyping and manufacturing.
Carlos Murguia
575.646.2025
cmurguia@nmsu.edu

ARROWHEAD INNOVATION NETWORK
Network of advisors offering expertise in business services, technical sectors, and entrepreneurship to Arrowhead clients.
Kristin Morehead
575.646.5575
kmorehea@nmsu.edu

For more information contact us at 575.646.7415
arrowheadcenter@nmsu.edu
arrowheadcenter.nmsu.edu
AA/EO.